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RESOLUTION
(2015-RESO-008)
January 26, 2015

BAC SHALL CONDUCT SHOPPING/SMALL VALUE FOR PHYSICS LABORATORY EQUIPMENT AND
REPOSTING OF CHEMISTRY LABORATORY EQUIPMENT FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF COLLEGE
OF SCIENCE LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

It is hereby resolved that after the failure of bidding dated January 20, 2015 the
Procurement of College of Science Laboratory Equipment shall be made through shopping/
small value procurement for the Physics laboratory equipment. However, the Chemistry
Laboratory Equipment shall be reposted. These actions are taken into considerations to
immediately and efficiently facilitate the conduct of the procurement activity.

Recommending Approval:

Prof. Enrico R. Hilario
BAC Chairman

Ms. Ma. Agnes P. Inosanto
Vice-Chairman

Prof. Noel D. Bulawan
Member

Prof. Virgilio Albert L. Gunog
Member

Prof. Lucien D. Peralta
Member

Approved:

DR. ADORA S. PILI
Head Procuring Entity